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Turning Hard Times into Good Times
Tuesday at 12 Noon Pacific
November 30th 2021: The Need to Focus on
Income-Producing Investments

Adam Taggart and Dr. Quinton Hennigh return.
Adam’s fascinating background as an investment
professional, combined with a passion to help
people become financially literate so they can
thrive, has led him to create a very interesting and
informative video series on his Wealthion
YouTube channel. Drawing from his own
experiences, as well as many talented guests on
Wealthion, Adam is proclaiming the need for
investors to change their thinking from growth
stories to fundamentally-sound value investments
that produce income. This is especially important
given the fact that monetary policy has remo
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Adam Taggart
Adam Taggart has made advancing financial literacy his mission in life.
Fresh out of college from Brown University, he developed a boots-onthe-ground understanding of the financial markets working as an
investment banker in New York City for Merrill Lynch. Then he went on to
get his MBA from Stanford, graduating at the height of the dot-com
revolution. He joined a Silicon Valley start-up and, after it was acquired,
was hired as the Head of Marketing for Yahoo! Finance, then the largest
money forum on the entire internet. There Adam really honed his
understanding of the needs, vulnerabilities and dreams that
conscientious people like you have around their finances. Over the next
decade, Adam
Read more

Dr. Quinton Hennigh
Quinton is a member of the Crescat Capital management team and a
director. He serves Crescat as the firm’s geologic and technical advisor.
He is a globally renowned exploration geologist with 30+ years of
precious metals mining experience. Dr. Hennigh began his career in
gold exploration after obtaining his PhD in Geology/Geochemistry from
the Colorado School of Mines. Early in his career he worked for major
gold mining companies including Homestake Mining (now Barrick Gold
Corp.), Newcrest Mining, and Newmont Corp. Later, Dr. Hennigh
founded Novo Resources Corp (TSXV: NVO), acting as its CEO and
currently serving as Non-Executive Co-Chairman. He has played a key
role in major global discove
Read more
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